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Blood Pressure
Resisting going on medication
Earlier in the program has been on heart and
magnesium.
Look at what is happening to your blood
vessels. Pathways of you and your home
to the outside world, what is stressing you.

RNA Drops gets mind out of the way and 
brings a bliss state.
You do get your mind in the way.
On RNA Drops over a year; not getting to
optimal states with the Drops.
Flu/Cold symptoms - labyrinth of the mind, 
she questioned the RNA Drops.

only - aren't they everything.
We assume that everything is going to be
perfect in our world. Don't expect any
illness. Makes us feel mad and guilty.
Lung issues is fear.
When I create conflict, I experiment on
solving the conflict and share it.
It's one of my reasons for creating conflict.
Unrealistic expectations of body.
Congestion, etc. we make up stories.
Why we get cancer from Total Biology
Fear of falling is gone after you fall.
Preoccupation with cancer when you hear
someone has it.
Brain gives one cancer to get the fear of
cancer out of your brain.
Drops give body more capacity to balance
itself. It's so perfect, whole, and complete.
Physical cuts off from non-physical, 
Chromosome 14 will create an addiction
to reconcile the split.
Smart Meters
Heart rhythm issues even though he had
pace maker.
In hospital twice.
13 days ago he was discharge from hospital.
He looked in refrigerator and blue bottle

He feels fantastic.
He's thrilled.
Electrical conductivity is weakened; need

frequencies of his heart.

Too indocrinated to take a pill for a symptom.

Vit B and C - want to take RNA Drops

got his attention (ReMag).
He started taking 4 droppers of ReMag.

minerals; smart meter overroad the



That got his own electrical conductivity
working separately from the smart meter.
Re: Epsom Salt Baths and Sleep
Magnesium Sulfate is Epsom Salts.
Relaxing because you are absorbing the
magnesium through your skin.
It does absorb!
If you are 130 lbs, you should drink a gallon
of water. How much is too much water?
1/2 your body weight in oz of water
If you are 130 lbs, it's a half gallon
Just water; nothing else.
Rose Hip Powder and Lecithin

How much of each?
Sun Flower Lecithin?
Non GMO Soy
What is normal blood pressure?
6'3" 280 lbs 140/90 was standard borderline
high
Any size; any age - 120/80
Cut off was 140/90.
Have seen talks about dropping the cut off
more.
24 hour blood pressure cuff monitoring
When is your blood pressure high?
Just running around?
Sleeping?
This is just something interesting to notice.
Eye cup to soak an eye in RNA Drops
Cataracts and glaucoma

Get off glaucoma drops?
Have testimonials about eye improvements.
12-22 normal inter-ocular pressure.
Interesting to try one drop in eye cup.
Glass eye cup?
A cup that fits. Doesn't matter what it
is made from.

Angstrom magnesium people
Angstrom 3000 parts per million

No laxative effect

Thoughts?

the heart.

for Vit C Complex

Not ReMag because it might burn

Lynn Foutch - http://integrativehealth.com
Pico meter size magnesium is working.
Absorbable at the cellular level

Pico 60,000 parts per million

Magnesium Taurate in addition to ReMag

Taurine is in ReAline formula - important for



you are getting it all.

wasn't enough for me.

Until proven otherwise, it's a magnesium
deficiency.
Reversing advanced BPH

Will heal up the prostate.

grow more tissue.
There are herbs that help, too, but would

Dealing with healing crisis - intense rash
Have had it 6 weeks. Time off work.

Taking out old junk out of my body.
On RNA Drops for 2 years.
Taking course in Total Biology.
When I realized what this was about for me,
I woke up the next day with the rash 50%
gone.
3 days later I slept for 12 hours, and the rash
was 90% gone.
Mental and emotional component to illness.
Contrast is reality. It's going to show up.
Contrast is an important part of life.
Contrast from joy and abundance.

The areas where I sprayed relaxed (jaw,
back of head, etc.)
Reverse aging process

If you are on whole completement package,

Low dose of magnesium with taurate. It

Is Renaud's Disease magnesium related?
Spasming of circulatory system in hand.

With Zync and other minerals

Zync deficiency will stimulate prostate to

start with the ReLyte

Colonics and detox baths.

Spraying ReLyte on your neck
In juice with ReMag.
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